
AXI-PATH RECORDER INSTRUCTIONS

The Advanced module utilizes the same articulators as in the Basic module.  
However, the Advanced module incorporates the Axi-Path (Ana-Digit) recorder 
and axis mounting system so the casts can be mounted on the true transverse 
(Hinge) axis.  The Axi-Path recorder selects the appropriate Bennett curvature 
analog and eminetia angular setting for each motion analog.

    h7600, 7501
Includes
7685D
7690D

M Panadent Corporation
580 S. Rancho Avenue • Colton, California  92324, USA
Tel: (909) 783-1841 • USA & Canada (800) 368-9777

These instructions apply 
to the following items:
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1. Model PSH or PCH Articulator
2. Complete set of Motion Analogs (5)
3. Pana-Mount ™ Face-Bow (includes two bite fork assemblies)
4. Axi-Path (Ana-Digit) Recorder
5. Axis Mounting System (includes axis mounting cross bar and clamp)
6. Mandibular Mounting Stand
7. Plastic Molded Carrying Case
8. Bite-Tray™ Registration Plates (20)
9. Bite-Tab™ Compound Discs (180)

10. Instruction Manuals (Basic & Advanced)
11. Magna-Split II System (Not shown)
12. Magna-Split Mounting Plate for AMS (Not shown)
13. Articulator Support Legs (Not shown)

ADVANCED MODULE COMPONENTS

1
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ADVANCED MODULE COMPONENTS
AXI-PATH RECORDER COMPONENTS

1. Disposable Clutches (5 each - with S, M, L discluders)
2. Head Frame with Graph Supports and Head Band
3. Marking Dye (red)
4. Brush for Dye Transfer of Axis
5. Right Side Arm and Stylus
6. Left Side Arm and Stylus
7. Cross Rod (for Adjustable Axis Locating Arms)
8. Graph Papers (set of 20)
9. Reference Plane Tool

10. Reference Plane Support Block
11. Reference Plane Clamps (2)
12. Clutch Remover
13. Hex Wrench
14. Clutch Clamp
15. Panadent Pencil
16. Axi-Path Protractor
17. Straight-edge (Ruler)
18. Black Lead for Axis Styli
19. Red Lead for Axis Styli
20. Lead Sharpening Mandrel
21. Lead Remover Tool
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After completing steps (1-54) in the Advanced Manual, Step (55) is showing tightening 
the Vertical Adjustment Screw (V.A.).  The recording arm is now in the Macro Mode 
(frictionability).  Complete steps (56-69) utilizing the Micro Mode procedure stated 
below.

To facilitate the precise location of the axis, put recording arm in Micro Mode (micro 
adjustments) by tightening both the Horizontal Lock Screw (H.L.) and the Vertical 
Adjustment Screw (V.A.) on the top of the recording arm.

Turn Vertical Micro Adjustment Screw (V.M.A.) to move stylus vertically (up & down).  
Turn Horizontal Micro Adjustment Screw (H.M.A.) to move stylus horizontally (in & out).

When axis has been located, loosely tighten the Vertical Lock Screw (V.L.).

Continue with steps (70-192) to complete recording process.

Axi-Path III Recording Arm
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1

2

3

4

Remove disposable plastic clutch and three 
separable discluders from plastic bag.  Note 
that discluders have different heights:  small (S), 
medium (M), and large (L), creating different 
amounts of space between patient's maxillary 
posterior teeth and clutch. Sterilize clutch and 
discluders before placing in patient's mouth.

Locate the two dowel holes for discluder location.

Leave clutch at full length if crowns of teeth are 
excessively short or there are many missing teeth 
or other clutch retention problems.

Check to see if there are any exostoses or other 
clutch seating problems.  Place clutch gently over 
mandibular teeth for trial fit.  Relieve clutch with 
acrylic cutting bur wherever clutch may impinge 
on soft tissue, exostoses, etc.
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5

6

7

8

Remove end of clutch distal to second premolars 
with safe sided diamond disc if retention is no 
problem.  This allows for more opening and 
closing motions for hinge axis location.

Reduce sharp peripheral edges of clutch with 
abrasive arbor band.

Place strip of soft periphery wax anterior to 
posterior inside clutch over central incisors to 
help position the clutch over the teeth and to help 
remove attachment plaster at clutch removal time.

Place thin layer of periphery wax on superior 
surface of clutch.  Be sure to cover both small 
discluder locating holes in mid-line of clutch.
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9

10

11
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Wipe off excess wax on discluder surface leaving 
only thin film to help retain discluder.

Press one dowel of small discluder into distal 
midline hole of clutch and hold (arrow).

While holding distal dowel in hole, snap other 
dowel of discluder into anterior hole of clutch 
(arrows).  This may take considerable pressure.  
Film of soft wax helps retain discluder and keeps 
plaster out of holes.

Attachment rod and clutch clamp.
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13

14

15

16

Loosen clamp screws and slide clamp over 
anterior end of clutch (large arrow).  Beveled side 
of clamp goes towards patient (small arrows).

Position clutch at center of attachment rod using 
marks or knurl on rod as a guide.  Tighten thumb 
screws with moderate pressure so that rod will 
not rotate.

Note: Do not overtighten as the clutch may break.

With rotating motion (spiral arrow) push 
attachment rod through clamp and clutch holes 
(straight arrow).

Place clutch back in mouth and press completely 
against occlusal surface of teeth (arrow).  Check 
to see that there is no contact of maxillary 
posterior teeth with clutch when patient slides in 
lateral and protrusive excursions with maxillary 
incisors contacting discluder.
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17

18

19

20

Remove clutch and inspect position of teeth in 
soft wax (arrow).

Mix impression plaster  to consistency of whipped 
cream and fill clutch.

Stand behind patient.  Place clutch in mouth.  
Press clutch completely against occlusal surface 
of teeth.  Move thumbs to tapered sides of clutch 
to hold down.  Have patient "relax muscles."  
Hinge mandible up and down into most retruded 
position.  Close mouth until discluder almost 
touches maxillary central incisors.  Shift clutch 
if necessary with hands (arrows) until  rod is 
generally at right angle to mid-saggital plane of 
patient's head.  After clutch has been positioned, 
have patient open mouth slightly so that maxillary 
teeth do not touch clutch.  Hold steady until 
plaster hardens.

Illustration shows clutch positioned completely 
against occlusal surfaces of teeth (arrows).
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When plaster is hard use cotton pliers to remove 
excess plaster from occlusal and peripheral 
areas.  Use vacuum and water spray to remove 
all small pieces.

Instruct patient to move mandible in lateral 
border and protrusive movements while keeping 
maxillary incisors in contact with discluder.  If 
there are any contacts of posterior teeth with 
clutch, place larger discluder.

If larger discluder is to be used, remove smaller 
discluder with cotton pliers.

Loosen clamp screws.  Press new discluder into 
dowel holes completely.  Then retighten clamp 
screws.

21

22

23

24
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In case of excessive deep overbites (example: 
Class II Div. 2), separate discluder may not be 
necessary.  In these cases let maxillary incisors 
glide on flat surface of clutch (arrow).

Maxillary head frame of Axi-Path II Recorder.

Right and left detachable graph supports and 
head band.

Place attachment screw in center hole (M) for 
average size head.  Use (S) hole for small heads 
and (L) hole for large heads.

25

26

27

28
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Attach right and left graph supports with thumb 
screws (arrows).

Component identification of nasion-orbital bracket 
assembly:

1) nasion relator main body
2) nasion pad and stem
3) orbital reference point bracket
4) retaining cap

Assembled nasion relator

Lock nasion relator bracket with thumb screw 
(arrow) so that nasion relator is on inferior side 
of head frame.

32

31

30

29
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Attach head band to left side graph support only 
(arrow).

Remove crack and peel graph paper.

Place graph paper on right side graph support 
using the two projections in the surface of support 
as guides for the superior edge of graph paper 
(arrows).  Use the anterior edge of graph support 
as a guide for the anterior edge of graph paper 
(arrows).

Place left side graph paper in similar fashion as 
the right side.

33

34
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36
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Loosen (½ turn) large anterior thumb screw 
(arrow).

Instruct patient to grasp side arms of head frame 
and place graph supports firmly against sides of 
head just in front of ears.  Lock head frame with 
thumb screw (arrow) .

Remove head frame and place straight edge 
(ruler) on superior surface of head frame.  Slide 
straight edge distally until stopped by graph 
supports.  Graph supports are not usually parallel 
to straight edge (arrows).

Hold straight edge firmly with thumbs and rotate 
graph supports parallel to straight edge with index 
fingers (arrows).

Note: This step is necessary to ensure the plane 
of the graph paper is perpendicular to the styli.

37

40

39

38
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Lock right and left graph supports with thumb 
screws (arrows).  Record head width with mm 
scale on straight edge.

Loosen large anterior thumb screw on head 
frame.  Have patient grasp side arms and 
reposition graph support extensions so they are 
resting on ears (like eyeglasses).  Instruct patient 
to press supports firmly against sides of head.  
Lock head frame thumb screw (arrow).

Stretch head band one hole past flacid length and 
fasten to free support arm (small arrow).  Place 
head band well below occipital protuberance 
(large arrow) to prevent graphs from sliding 
upward during recording procedure.

Loosen nasion relator thumb screw (vertical 
arrow) and push on anterior end of shaft 
(horizontal arrow) to obtain final position of graph 
supports (graph paper should cover tragus of 
both right and left ears).

41

42

43

44
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Hold writing stylus with fingers.  Withdraw plastic 
lead holder and protector cap assembly (arrows).

If distal edges of graph supports are uncomfortable 
to ears, slide 2x2 gauze pad between ears and 
graph support.

Writing Stylus Assemblies.

Stylus assembly consists of:  
1) light orthodontic elastic
2) elastic retainer
3) sliding Bennett ring
4) pointed metal axis pins
5) lead holder
6) lead protector cap

45

46

47

48
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Push Bennett ring tightly against elastic retainer.

Hinge axis locating and recording arms.  The arms 
in this illustration and the following procedure are 
included in the AXI-PATH II recorder.  (For the 
Axi-Path III Recorder,  see AXI-PATH III recording 
arm instructions  on page 53.)

Push axis pins, point first, into distal ends of 
recording arms.  Lock pins so there is about 
3mm of space between sliding Bennett rings and 
recording arms (arrow).

49

50

51

52Loosen thumb screw completely.

Warning:  Never tighten this thumb screw without 
having the round cross rod in the clamp.
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Immediately loosen axis pin lock screw (arrow) on 
right side so paper will not be damaged in case 
patient inadvertently moves mandible.

Loosen lock screw completely.

Warning:  Never tighten this set screw without 
having the round cross rod in the clamp.

Place patient's mandible in most retruded position, 
then slide recording arms onto attachment rod.  
Move arms inwardly until points touch graph 
papers (arrow) generally near center of graph 
paper.

Tighten large thumb screw completely and then 
loosen approximately ½  turn.

53

54

55

56
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Place left side recording arm and tighten large 
thumb screw completely, then loosen ½ turn.

Immediately loosen axis pin lock screw (arrow) 
on left side so paper will not be damaged in case 
patient inadvertently moves mandible.

Arrows show adjustments of axis points on graph 
papers.  Visualize arc of movement from each of 
four time locations, 12:00, 3:00, 6:00; 9:00.

57

58

59

Place one hand on patient's head to support it.  
Place cupped thumb and index finger against 
patient's chin and apply firm distal pressure 
(arrow).  For normal and non-pain TMJ patients, 
hold patient in most retruded position and instruct 
patient to open and close gently.  Let patient touch 
discluder lightly each time to send proprioceptive 
signals to CNS.  Operator should not grab 
patient's chin to open and close mouth.  NOTE:  
These procedures are done to locate transverse 
(hinge) axis, not as a means to determine centric 
relation. 

60
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Move axis pin vertically to a high position to 
make sure a 12:00 arc about 1mm long can be 
observed.

Move axis pin downward until a 6:00 arc of about 
the same size as the 12:00 arc can be seen.

Move axis pin half-way between the 6:00 and 
12:00 arcs and then move forward until a 3:00 
arc about 1mm long is observed.

61

62

63

Move axis pin distally until a 9:00 arc about 
1mm long can be seen.  Move axis pin half-way 
between 3:00 and 9:00 arcs.

64
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If axis pin goes beyond graph paper, adjust the 
nasion to allow graph supports to slide into a 
posterior position so that axis pin is at least 3 mm 
onto graph paper.

Keep moving axis pin to reduce size of arcs.  
When center of rotation has been located, mark 
spots on graph paper by pressing pin inditations 
point into graph paper.  Move axis pin in all four 
directions about 5 mm from axis mark on paper 
to confirm accuracy of axis location.

When final axis position has been obtained, place 
mandible in most retruded position.  Place finger 
on lateral end of axis pin and push pinpoint firmly 
into graph paper to support side arm.  Tighten 
lock screw lightly with hex wrench.

65

66

67

68Grasp side arm clamp and tighten "slightly more" 
but only with finger pressure.  (This special 
clamp does not require heavy pressure to fix its 
position.)  Recheck pin point to graph mark.
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Grasp lead holder with finger and thumbnails 
in recess groove and withdraw protector cap 
(arrows).

In case lead has been broken (arrow), do the 
following:71

70

69 Repeat procedures (Fig.  51-68) for locating axis 
position on left side.

Push out broken lead with small paper clip or 
special removal tool (arrow).72
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75

74

73Sharpening Mandrel.  NOTE:  Indicator ring 
(arrow).

Push lead holder onto sharpening mandrel only 
up to the indicator ring (arrrow).

Push new lead (arrow) into holder until it touches 
end of mandrel.

Fracture lead with finger nail flush with end of 
lead holder (arrow). 76
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77

78

79

Push mandrel completely into lead holder until it 
stops at shoulder.  This pushes lead out the other 
end approximately 3 mm (arrow).

Place large end of mandrel into slow speed 
handpiece.  Sharpen lead against fine sandpaper 
disc at approximately 60° angle each time before 
use.

Loosen lock screw.  Retract axis pin and slide 
writing stylus over steel point of right side axis 
pin.  Be sure lead is sharp.

80 Lock writing stylus away from graph paper with 
thumb screw.
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81

82

83

Stretch elastic band over lock screw.  The use of 
cotton pliers may be helpful.

Slide writing stylus completely over point of left 
side axis pin.  Be sure lead is sharp.

Retract and lock stylus away from graph paper 
with lock screw.

Stretch elastic band over lock screw.  The use of 
cotton pliers may be helpful. 84
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85

86

87

Have patient protrude and retrude mandible 
slowly several times with incisal edges of 
maxillary anterior teeth contacting discluder.  
Place patient's mandible in retruded position 
(arrow).

Hold right side axis pin with one hand and release 
lock screw with other hand.  Allow stylus to slowly 
move into contact with graph paper (arrow).  
Leave lock screw loose.

Repeat procedures (Fig. 79-86) on left side.  
Leave lock screw loose.

88 Instruct patient to keep gentle pressure with 
incisors touching discluder.  Protrude mandible 
slowly at least 5 mm while stylus scribes 
movements on graph papers.  (TMJ pathology 
such as clicks caused by displaced condyles and 
discs show irregularities in the recorded axis path 
(see Fig. 93-99).
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89

90

91

Have patient protrude and retrude slowly two or 
three times.

OPTIONAL:  If patient cannot execute at least a 
5 mm axis path in protrusion, have patient slowly 
open mouth wide (vertical arrow) to produce 
translation of condyles.

Retract right side stylus away from graph (arrow).  
Lock stylus into place using thumb screw.

Retract left side stylus away from graph (arrow).  
Lock stylus into place using thumb screw. 92
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93

94

95

NORMAL

RISING CONDYLES

FLUID IMBALANCE

96 DIST-PLACED CONDYLES
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97

98

99

IMMOBILE / CLICK

EARLY CLICK / LATE CLICK

RECIPROCAL CLICKS

Graph papers can be peeled off and another 
recording made if first recording is unacceptable 
or more than one recording is desired.  Repeat 
procedures  (Fig.  34-36).

100
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101

102

103

Place mandible in retruded position.

Instruct patient to "slowly move their jaw to the 
left."

Hold lateral end of stylus and gently let writing 
lead come into contact with graph paper.

To compare protrusive to lateral border 
movements, complete the following procedures. 

104 A close view of the left lateral movement recorded 
of the right side graph paper (contra lateral).

Have patient move their jaw to the right to 
compare left side (contra-lateral) movements.
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105

106

107

Observe lateral border path (sagittal component 
of Bennett path on "non-working" side) to see 
if it is same as protrusive in first three to four 
millimeters (functional range).  Most patients 
show same paths for protrusion and border 
movement in functional range (3-4 mm).

Retract stylus away from graph paper.  Lock stylus 
in retracted position using lock screw.

Release elastic from lock screw with fingers or 
cotton pliers and let elastic hang loose.

108Mark small line 3 mm forward from posterior 
portion, or apex of recorded axis path.
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110

111

Scribe small vertical line where 3mm forward 
position intersects axis path.

Schematic illustration shows location on lateral 
pathway where Bennett shift reading is to be 
taken.  Horizontal component of "non-working" 
side Bennett path is recorded numerically.

Place patient's mandible in most retruded 
position.  [This is not necessarily centric relation.]  
Push stylus gently against graph paper.

112 Lock stylus thumb screw (vertical arrow).
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113

114

115

With stylus thumb screw locked, gently push 
sliding Bennett ring into contact with recording 
arm (arrow).

Release lock screw.

Place mandible in terminal hinge position.

116Check to see that stylus contacts graph (arrow 1) 
and Bennett rings touch (arrow 2).  If they do not, 
repeat steps 111 through 115.  The stylus must 
be perpendicular to the plane of graph paper.
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117

118

119

Move patient's mandible slowly left until stylus 
reaches 3mm check line, then stop movement. 
Push medially and upward in vector toward 
working condyle to maximize Bennett movement.  
Since normal muscle function is altered due to 
the clutch between teeth, operator guidance of 
mandible is to simulate pterygoid and masseter 
muscle function to obtain maximum inward 
movement of balancing side condyle.

Schematic drawing showing relationship 
of condyle movement to stylus movement.  
(B) represents Bennett movement of the condyle.  
(b) shows concurrent separation of Bennett 
indicator ring from recording arm.
(Research shows that condyles often go to full 
extent of an individual's ligament and skeletal 
limitation during mastication of hard or tough 
foods).

Record space (arrow) between Bennett ring and 
recording arm with millimeter scale.  Repeat steps 
111 to 118 at least three times.  Record largest 
reading to select size of pre-formed articulator 
motion analog for right side of patient. 

120 Close view of Bennett ring and recording arm 
scale.  The number registered on the mm scale 
is used to select the corresponding pre-formed 
motion analog.
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121

122

123

Schematic of Panadent pre-formed Motion 
Analogs.  Note the variations in the curved 
Bennett paths in the functional range of 3mm 
from centric relation in the horizontal plane.  The 
orbiting paths beyond the 3mm point are of no 
significance in lateral function.

In preparation for recording left side path, place 
mandible in retruded position.

Release stylus lock screw on left side and gently 
let writing lead come into contact with graph 
paper.

124Guide patient's mandible gently right (arrow).  
Record right lateral border movement on "non-
working" (left) side of patient.
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125

126

127

Close view of right lateral movement recorded on 
left side of patient.  Path in first 3mm is usually 
the same as protrusive path.

Retract and lock stylus on left side.

Release elastic from lock screw on left side with 
fingers and cotton pliers.

128 Mark 3mm forward horizontal line for recording 
horizontal component of Bennett path.
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129

130

131

Scribe small vertical line where 3mm forward 
position intersects axis path.

Schematic illustration to show location on lateral 
pathway where Bennett shift reading is to be 
taken.  Horizontal component of "non-working" 
side Bennett path is recorded numerically 
to record horizontal component of Bennett 
movement.

Place mandible in terminal hinge position.

132Push stylus gently against graph paper.
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133

134

135

Gently lock stylus with small thumb screw.

Gently push sliding Bennett ring into contact with 
recording arm (arrow).

Release axis lock screw.  Be sure that Bennett 
ring touches recording arm concurrently with 
writing lead touching terminal hinge portion of 
axis path.

136 Instruct patient to move slowly to the right and 
stop when stylus reaches the marked Bennett 
point.  Observe Bennett ring to see if patient can  
auto induce any Bennett shift and how much.
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137

138

139

Push medially and upward in vector toward 
working condyle to maximize Bennett movement.  
Since normal muscle function is altered due 
to clutch between teeth, operator guidance of 
mandible is to simulate pterygoid and masseter 
muscle function to obtain maximize inward 
movement of balancing side condyle.  (Research 
shows that condyles often go to full extent of 
an individual's ligaments and skeletal limitation 
during mastication of hard or tough foods.)

Record space between Bennett r ing and 
recording arm with millimeter scale.  Repeat steps  
122-138  at least three times.

Number registered on mm scale is used to select 
corresponding pre-formed motion analog.

140Complete set of Panadent pre-formed motion 
analogs showing .5mm on left side and increments 
of .5mm to maximum size of 2.5mm on right side.  
Analogs may be mixed, thus allowing for different 
sizes on right and left sides.
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141

142

143

Schematic of Panadent pre-formed Motion 
Analogs.  Note the variations in the curved 
Bennett paths in the functional range of 3.0mm 
from centric relation (the orbiting paths beyond 
the 3.0mm point are of no clinical significance in 
lateral function).

With soft pencil, mark a reference line on head 
frame.  This mark will be used if head frame thumb 
screw is inadvertently loosened and head width 
is lost during head frame removal.

With soft pencil, mark a reference line on nasion 
shaft at anterior surface of nasion support block.  
This mark will be used to reorient nasion shaft if 
it was moved during head frame removal.

144 Release head band on one side.
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145

146

147

Have patient grasp side arms and slowly remove 
head frame.

If axis position is to be marked on skin with dye, 
swab skin at axis area with alcohol on both sides 
of head.

Wet tip of small paint brush with red marking dye.

148Transfer red marking dye on paint brush to tip of 
stylus lead.
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149

150

151

Sit patient upright with head level and out of head 
rest.  Be sure that all hair pins or combs have 
been removed and that face is expressionless 
so that skin is in most static relationship to joints.  
Have patient protrude and retrude several times.  
Operator should not exert more than very light 
pressure on mandible with hand (arrow).

With mandible in most retruded position, slide 
axis pins inward and transfer red dye to skin.  
Note:  This is not always centric relation position 
but a repeatable reference position.

Repeat protrusive retrusive movements several 
times to be sure axis pin returns to same spot 
to assure stable position of skin.  Mark retruded 
axis location on skin of left side.

152 Loosen lock screw with hex wrench.
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153

154

155

Loosen thumb screws.

Loosen left lock screw with hex wrench.

Slide side arm off attachment rod.

156Loosen left thumb screw of side arm.
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157

158

159

Slide left side arm off attachment rod, instruct 
patient not to rub marking dye off skin.

Note:  Gloves should be worn at this time.  Loosen 
both clutch clamp screws.

Hold clutch clamp securely.  Remove attachment 
rod by pulling and rotating (arrows).

160 Remove clutch clamp and attachment rod.  
Sterilize clamp and rod with alcohol or autoclave.  
DO NOT use ultra sonic or cold sterilizing solution 
because it may corrode metal.
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161

162

163

Remove discluder.

Place index finger between clutch and lower lip 
(arrow).  Place clutch remover in vertical pry slot 
of clutch and rotate clutch remover (curved arrow) 
to fracture clutch at pre-formed parting lines.

Illustration of pry slot and fracture lines of clutch.

164Remove fractured clutch.
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165

166

167

Have patient bite down and grind teeth to fracture 
plaster.

Remove large pieces of plaster with cotton pliers 
or with suitable dental instrument.  Have patients 
empty mouth into a bowl.

If plaster does not break away from teeth easily, 
use ultrasonic scaler to section plaster for easy 
removal.

168 Remove support pin cap from articulator (arrow).
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169

170

Slide upper end of articulator support pin into 
hole (arrow) in cross bar of recorder head frame 
and tighten set screw with hex wrench.

Be sure that large thumb screw is locked at 
original position line marked with pencil lead (see 
Fig. 142) to retain proper width of graph supports.

171Make sure pencil line marked on nasion shaft 
(See Fig. 143) is at anterior surface of nasion 
support block (arrow).

172Orbital pointer bracket must touch nasion relator. 
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173

174

Place support clamps below axis pathways on 
graphs with screws against inside surface.

Retractable reference plane.

175

176 Attach reference plane to nasion bracket detent 
(arrow).

Hold reference plane behind support post and flex 
arms of reference plane tool laterally and let rest 
on superior surfaces of support clamps.
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178

177Sectional view of "orbital" point of reference plane 
tool engaged in orbital detent (arrow).

Posterior view of head frame and reference plane 
on support pin of articulator.

179Loosen thumb screw and adjust support clamp 
vertically on right side graph.

180Adjust support clamp vertically on right side graph 
until terminal hinge point is showing about .5mm 
above superior surface of reference plane.
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181

182

Repeat procedures (Fig. 174-181) on left side 
graph.

Positioning of reference plane tool may require 
two or three alternate adjustments between right 
and left sides to obtain final position.

183

184

After adjusting both sides properly, scribe right 
side reference line with sharp lead pencil.  This 
line may not be parallel to horizontal lines on 
graph paper.

Scribe left side reference line.  This line may or 
may not be parallel to horizontal lines on graph 
paper.
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185

186Open spring clamp and remove reference plane 
tool from nasion bracket.

After scribing reference lines, remove clamps.

187Remove graph papers slowly to avoid tearing.

188Place graphs on flat surface or patient's chart 
in preparation for using axi-path protractor.  
Axis orbital reference lines may be extended 
to enable easier reading of axi-path protractor.
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189

190

Close view of axi-path protractor.  Curved paths 
in center of protractor represents 3/4" radius 
paths in Panadent pre-formed motion analogs.  
Radiating from their centric point (center arrows) 
are articulator rotational settings.

Superimpose right side curved path over the 
patient's path and read angular setting where the 
reference line coincides with radiating articulator 
line.  When there are 2 radiating articulator lines,   
always use the smaller angle, that is, the top line.

191

192

Superimpose left side curved protractor path over 
patient's recorded path.  Be sure to bring centric 
position of pathway to patient's terminal position 
on reference line.  Never position curved path of 
protractor below patient's recorded path.  If the 
path of protractor does not follow entire path of 
patient, be sure to take reading in the functional 
range (3-5 mm).

Bennett and angular reading should be written 
on each graph paper for future reference.  Place 
graph papers on patient's chart for storage.  Place 
strip of scotch tape along upper and lower edges 
of graphs for retention and protection.

Degree of Accuracy: Graph paper within .004in / .1mm
Protractor within .5˚ / .009 Radians

 
i

D
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7685: If used more than one time, it will no longer adhere to surface.
 7690: If used more than one time, patient cross-contamination may occur.




